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about the
podcast

With nearly a million downloads, readers and librarians turn to
Professional Book Nerds for weekly expert book recommendations,
author interviews, and all things literature and books.

meet
the hosts

Hosts’ Adam Sockel and Jill Grunenwald’s love for books make this
podcast perfect for book lovers of all ages. As part of the Rakuten
OverDrive team, which provides the world’s leading digital reading
platform for libraries and schools, Adam and Jill specialize in reader
trends and collection development and have developed a deep
knowledge of the literary world. This combination uniquely qualifies
them to enthusiastically share suggestions and recommendations for
readers around the world.
Connect with Host:
professionalbooknerds@overdrive.com

click to
listen

episodes
Released Weekly on Monday and Thursday
Ep. #318 Gretchen Rubin and The Books that Spark Joy
Ep. #316 No boys allowed for Women's History Month
Ep. #296 Best Books of 2018
Ep. #294 Charlaine Harris
Ep. #267 Hank Green
Ep. #257 Celebrating 20 years of Harry Potter!
Ep. #254 R.O. Kwon
Ep. #250 Ann Leckie and N.J. Jemisin
Ep. #73 Alan Cumming Live
Ep. #71 Lee Child

reviews
“Thanks to Adam and Jill's book recommendations from a
variety of genres I never have to panic thinking my 'to be read'
stack is too short. Love the author interviews that feel like
conversations with an old friend at a coffee shop. I finally had
to confess to my friends I had help coming up with all of the
book recommendations I casually share thanks to this show."
"I have always been a reader, but I have read more amazing
books this summer than probably the past five years
combined. That is largely thanks to Jill and Adam. I learn
about so many different kinds of books that I'd never think to
read otherwise!"
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Interview with Harlan Coben

